HELI
OPS

RocketRoute has developed with ÖAMTC, based in Austria, a
version of RocketRoute that meets the specific needs of HEMS
operators. RocketRoute is now pleased to offer this solution for
any HEMS operators, police force or military division.

KEY FEATURES
1. Automatic Flight Logging
Using the RocketRoute mobile app, simply
turn the app on and set it to ‘broadcast’.
The system will then automatically record
all flights and add them to a central flight
database.
RocketRoute uses a mixture of cellular data
and GPS tracking to record and generate
flight information.
2. Quick File
When in an emergency, HEMS need to
prepare a flight plan in the minimum of
clicks. Rocketroute has developed a quick
and easy approach that does not impact the
speed of responding to an emergency.
The benefit being every flight now has
an appropriate flight plan when carrying
members of the public.
3. Helicopter Mass and Balance and Fuel
Performance
RocketRoute has built a specific Mass and
Balance for helicopter operations, including
Lateral Balance and automatic loading based
of Crew and Roster/Schedule information.
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4. Low Level Detailed Topographical Maps
with Custom Locations
Detailed maps can be added to RocketRoute
for any operational area to any level of detail.
Custom locations for hospitals and facilities
can also be easily added.
5. Centralised tracking
If operations are within Mobile Data coverage,
RocketRoute will display a fleet in realtime
and any flights. This provides a centralized
view for planning and management.

INTERESTED TO TRIAL ROCKETROUTE HEMS?
Contact our sales team sales@rocketroute.
com or telephone on +44 1273 782130. We will
be pleased to provide a demonstration and
trial of the solution.
We will also be pleased to include any
customizations required.
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